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Editor's Note:
Welcome to MLMLegal.Com Company Profiles at www.mlmlegal.com. Here you will find brief summaries of pertinent
information about hundreds of MLM, Direct Selling, Direct Sales, Network Marketing and Party Plan Companies. As a
general matter, the summary information is derived from Company published information, generally posted at Company
websites, public information releases or posts at industry trade sites .*

Founding Story
John Nitkowski is the Founder and CEO of (www.mlmlegal.com) LifesMiracle Group LP. He has over 25 years of
experience in the network marketing industry.
Impact on the Industry
NA
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Discussion of Products
LifesMiracle Group LP offers health and wellness products including the all-natural skin care product Cellilux, the
nutritional product Gammaqui, the energy drink Ionic Fuel, the mineral complex Ionic Sea, among many others.
Discussion of Opportunity
LifesMiracle Group LP offers distributors a three step prospecting system in which distributors can maintain

success, including offering sample literature to prospective customers, (www.mlmlegal.com) inviting them to
participate in conference call or visit the website, and then following up.
Distributors are offered the following benefits for joining the company:


You can sign up new distributors for only $9.95;



All products, including the sign up, have a 30-day money back guarantee;



Full training, education, marketing support, website and back office;



No inventory necessary, we drop ship to your customers;



Affordable $25CV per month in volume qualifies all distributors for all the commissions in the Pay Plan.
And it never gets higher than that no matter what your income;



There are no team volume requirements and you don't get paid on levels in the pay plan structure. You
earn CV on every order on unlimited levels to infinity; Your volume accumulates month after month until
you reach $330CV on the lesser leg and $660CV on the greater leg. Every cycle generates a commission
of $50;



This 330-660 split minimizes the runaway leg and will pay you twice as often from the same amount of
volume when compared to a 50%-50% split compensation plan;



You get paid matching bonuses on those you personally enroll and two levels of their enrollees regardless
of where they fall in the pay plan structure. You earn a 20% match of your personal enrollee’s check, 20%
of their enrollee’s check, and 10% of the third level enrollee’s check for a total of 50% matching bonuses.
You're qualified for the matching bonuses as long as you are on $25CV autoship, starting day one;



Car bonus of 20% of the CV of your personally enrolled member's volume once they reach a total of
$2500 CV starting the second consecutive month you qualify, for a minimum $500 dollars per month up
to a maximum of $1000 per month:



Earn Fast Cash Bonuses of $20-$80 on every Presidential Package purchased by your personal enrollees;



Earn commissions on your own volume. All CV over $25 per month goes into your weakest leg;



Generous commissions on our air and water units. Earn up to $600 dollars for the sale of one of our
whole home water units. These
commissions are paid down three levels;



Cellilux Sampling System— almost everyone will want to (www.mlmlegal.com) order after just one use;



Quite possible the easiest to understand pay plan in the history of Network Marketing;



And there are no processing fees deducted from your commission checks!

Build a group of Preferred Customers and Retail Customers:
You earn 100% of the difference between Wholesale and Retail for those who purchase from your website!
You earn 100% of the difference between Wholesale and Preferred Customer prices for your Preferred
Customers!
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To join the company one must first read and agree to the company’s code of ethics and policies and procedures,
then purchase a starter kit. Distributors can sign up for an annual membership for a modest fee and purchase
product separately.
LifesMiracle Group LP offers the Advanced Mentorship Training program at no charge to any distributor looking
to gain additional experience from trained networkers.
Discussion of Distributor Base and Sales Volume in U.S.
NA
Company Website: http://www.lifesmiracle.com/
*At MLMLegal.Com the intent of MLM Company Profiles is strictly educational, and, to provide insight into the broad array
of Company offerings from an industry that spans the globe in upwards of 150 countries with sales volume exceeding $100
billion and distributor involvement in the tens of millions. MLMLegal.Com does not promote or endorse any Company.
MLMLegal.Com offers no value judgments, either pro or con, regarding the Companies. In most instances, descriptive
material comes from self description by the Companies themselves. In all presentations, the names and logos of the
Companies are obviously the trademarks owned by the Companies and are presented for the express purposes of informing
the public about the Companies; and no product or opportunity offered by the Companies is offered in this presentation.
MLMLegal.Com typically provides a link to official Company websites so that readers can become more fully informed about
Companies that are profiled. The descriptive material offered is best categorized as "snapshot" information and represents a
good starting point for research on Company products, services and opportunities. It should be clearly understood that such
information may need updating in a dynamic and changing business marketplace. In addition, the information is gathered
and presented in good faith for educational purposes, and if errors in information become apparent, MLMLegal.Com will
attempt to correct the information, or if necessary, delete the Profile altogether. A reading of a Company Profile is properly
followed up with visits to the Company website, research on major internet search engines, discussions with industry
professionals and experts and feedback from those acquaintances who have had direct experience with the Companies. In
addition, a wealth of information on MLM, Direct Selling, Direct Sales, Network Marketing and Party Plan will be found at
www.mlmlegal.com, including scores of articles, video, resource opportunities and detailed analysis on industry issues and
factors to consider in both starting and running a MLM Company or a MLM home based business.
Jeffrey A. Babener, principal attorney in the Portland, Oregon, law firm Babener & Associates, represents many of the
leading direct selling companies in the United States and abroad.
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